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Loyalty: No direct contact is allowed with the clients, partners, owners that gave mandates, nor any 

other business contact of Talvan’s International without its written consent. Of course this is true the 

other way around. Your contacts will not be contacted by us without your authorization. Loyalty 

applies to all aspects of the partnership as for example to all things related to payment of commission 

and the communication of all important information about it. 

Honesty: Always give all relevant information on common operations. (% of commission, part shared, 

even confidential information by specifying it’s nature). Always pay the share of commission 

negotiated, after getting paid yourself, as fast as you wish it to be paid to you and your own 

company. 

Attitude: towards clients and other business partners:  

Being professional: Reply to clients should not take over 48h whenever possible. Inform partners of any 

important evolution on any common operation. 

Showing goodwill : Always trying to do more than just the necessary, ask questions try to provide the 

best possible service as well as the best possible information. 

Trying to be : Nice, International, efficient, effective and modern. 

Equality: All partners should consider each other as equals working together in the same “team” even 

if it is only on punctual cooperation. 

Client and/or Mandate “stealing” and it’s consequences: Partners shall never try to “steal” the 

mandates or clients or other useful business contacts from each other. This kind of disloyal behavior will 

lead to a systematic cancellation of all contracts, relations and obligations.  

Confidentiality: What is defined as “confidential” should remain information made only accessible 

trusted partners (companies/agencies) and collaborators. 

Exclusivity (OPTIONAL): If agreed upon in the contracts, it implies that for a territory or country 

(specified in the contracts/agreements) the partner is and will remain our only partner and he will also 

have no other partner in our city/region. 
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